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It is a serious problem in China that there are more and more phenomena of 
abusing of right of civil action in judicial practice. We should pay more attention 
to these illegal phenomena. The behavior of abuse of right of civil action causes 
many damages, including damages of others and waste of judicial resource and 
chaos of legal order, so it is necessary to make rules and regulations on prohibition 
of abuse of right of civil action. The study on abusing of right of civil action is still 
not enough in all nations, and there are many differences on the study in different 
nations. The concept of abuse of right of action is defined broadly in civil law 
countries where created the theories of right of action and confirm the illegal 
action with the principle of good faith. There is a broader concept named abuse of 
process which includes abuse of right of action in common law system countries 
where confirm abuse of right of action with the principle of due process. There are 
four defects about abusing of right of civil action in China: a. the definition is 
inconsistent and confused with other similar definitions; b. the standard of 
confirming is too abstract to apply; c. the classification isn’t uniform; d. the 
method of regulation is simple. 
Abuse of right of civil action is an illegal action. There are two kinds of 
abusing right of civil action. One action is that the party who knows he or she has 
no right to sue brings a suit; the other action is that the party who has right of 
action causes damages to others deliberately by the way of suing. Abusing right of 
action includes two kinds. One is right to sue; the other is right to bring a counter 
claim. Right of appeal and right of retail that come into being during action are not 
included. There are differences between abuse of right of action and abuse of 
procedure right in theirs definitions and regulated methods and functions. So it is 
















Judges can use discretionary power to confirm these illegal actions which will 
be rejected by courts. Before confirming, judges should be convinced firstly that 
there is a close connection between protection of right of action and prohibition of 
abuse of right of action. Protection of right of action is more important than 
prohibition of abuse of right of action which should rely on the former. Secondly, 
judges should be very cautious to confirm the abuse of right of civil action and be 
strict to definite the limit of discretionary power and the standard of confirming to 
avoid restricting people’s right of action unreasonably, because there is still at low 
level to protect the right of action in China now. There are conflicts between 
judge’s confirming power and civil litigants’ benefit of argument and jus 
dispensandi. Courts will limit civil litigants’ benefit of argument and jus 
dispensandi when the two rights are conflict with law and justice. Judges could use 
two criteria to confirm abuse of right of action. One is subjective criterion which 
includes civil litigants’ knowledge and will. If a civil litigant really knows his or 
her action is illegal and he or she still pursues the action actively, judges could 
confirm that the action is illegal. The other is objective criterion which be used to 
confirm two kinds of illegal actions. One action is that civil litigant who knows he 
or she has no right to sue brings a suit, which can be confirmed by two elements, 
proper parties and prosecution benefit.The other action is that civil litigant brings 
an improper suit, which can be comfirmed whether the damages incured by illegal 
action should be rescued firstly. 
In this article, the author thinks that abuse of right of action doesn’t include 
the following actions: normal losing; trivial claim; frivilious claim; to change 
litigious claims. 
There are four kinds of abuse of right of action: malicious litigation; false 
litigation; multiplicity of suits; delaying of suits. Malicious litigation is an action 
that a party maliciously brings a civil lawsuit without reasonable cause. The 
characters of the action are malicious intent and unreasonable cause and damage. 
There are not only procedural reasons but also substantive reasons that result in the 













litigant bring a suit with malicious intent and without reasonable cause. 
False litigation is an action that two parties collude with each other to bring a 
false lawsuit. The characters of false litigation include: respect to property; close 
relationship parties; deceptive methods; no opposability; speedy finish; end in 
mediation. To confirm false litigation, judges must be sure of civil 
litigants’malicious intent and deceptive methods. 
Multiplicity of suits is an action that a party deliberately bring same suit again 
after the former suit has already been accepted or settled. There are two reasons 
that cause multipliticy of suits. One is that the power to hear a suit belongs to 
several courts; the other is that civil litigants claimed partly. To confirm 
multiplicity of suits, judges must be sure of litigant’s intent, and that the latter suit 
is same with the former. 
Delaying of suits is an action that a party doesn’t bring a suit until he or she 
can obtain large compensations from infringers’ extended management. The 
characters of the anction include: tortious; delay to sue; damage to the defendant 
and society. To confirm delaying of suits, judges must be sure of the righters’ 
intent, and make sure that delaying is unreasonable and results in denfendants’ 
damage.  
There are lots of regulations on prohibition of abuse of right of civil action in 
many modern nations. Those regulations are combined with procedural and 
substantive methods. There are only procedural regulations on prohibition of abuse 
of right of civil action in China now, but no substantive regulations. There are still 
some deficiencies on our procedural regulations, these deficiencies are part of 
reasons that incur abusing right of civil action. In this article, the author wants to 
design a comprehensive system including precaution and sanction and redress, and 
the system should combines procedural and substantive regulations. 
Precaution is the regulation to reject illegal actions from courts through all 
kinds of procedural measures. Those procedural measures include redesigning civil 
case filing system and independenting civil pretrial procedure and other measures. 















punitive measures include economic punishment and criminal penalty. Redress is 
the regulation to compensate for damages that abusing action caused. Redress 
could be happened in process or after lawsuit. It should be allowed that people 
suffering from abusing action joins suit for protecting his or her right. In addition, 
it should be allowed the party suffering from abusing action brings a tort suit to 
ask for compensations. 
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